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Abstract. This article describes the equipment, and its advantages, used for in-situ ground measurements of thunderstorm

phenomena using measuring cars. By using all-sky high-speed cameras, radio receivers, and electric field measurements,

typical lightning discharges in the central Europe region have been characterized. Measurements of ionizing radiation during

storms using a gamma spectrometer were also performed. At the ground level, no ionizing radiation originating in the storm

cloud was detected even though during other experiments, using the same equipment at lower altitudes corresponding to the5

lower part of the storm clouds, ionizing radiation was detected. We showed that radio antennas with appropriately constructed

receivers and all-sky high-speed cameras are devices that can significantly contribute to the understanding of processes taking

place in the storm cloud during lightning discharges. On the contrary, measurements of the vertical electric field did not provide

any new information about the processes occurring in the thunderclouds.

1 Introduction10

The activity of storms is associated with many phenomena which nature is not yet fully understood or clarified. This includes

the process of cloud electrification and the subsequent electric discharges, which are the most prominent manifestation of

thunderstorms. As a result, forecasting and predictions of storm activity and related dangers are often very unreliable.

The storm activities are also associated with the generation of ionizing radiation. It is believed that this radiation is bremsstrahlung

generated by electrons accelerated by an electric field in the thunderclouds. The electrons which are accelerated to relativistic15

velocities are called relativistic runaway electron avalanches (RREAs), which are then interacting with the atoms in the atmo-

sphere (Dwyer, 2003; Gurevich et al., 1992). This causes a phenomenon that is often inaccurately called terrestrial gamma-ray

flash (TGF) Fishman et al. (1994) or other phenomena like thunderstorm ground enhancement (TGE) (Chilingarian, 2013;

Torii et al., 2002). Furthermore, there are experimental results showing that there are other ionizing radiation manifestations

generated by storms. For example, there has been experimental evidence of the interaction of high-energy photons with the20

atmosphere causing nuclear reactions Enoto et al. (2017). The ionizing radiation that is thought to be associated with storm

activity was measured using satellites in orbit around the Earth (e.g. Østgaard et al. (2019)), aircrafts flying inside or in the

vicinity of storm clouds (Chilingarian et al., 2011; Kochkin et al., 2017; McCarthy and Parks, 1985; Parks et al., 1981) or high
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mountain observatories e.g. (Chum et al., 2020; Tsuchiya et al., 2009). Currently, there are only a few measurements that could

confirm the existence of ionizing radiation at lower altitudes, except for special storms that occur during the winter season in25

Japan, where storm clouds emerge low above the ground (Michimoto, 2007).

One of the most interesting measurements performed until now is the mapping of a radio signal emitted by lightning (Rison

et al. (1999); Wu et al. (2018)). There exist TGF observations using ground detectors with simultaneous lightning mapping

using radio signals Abbasi et al. (2018). Despite these very detailed observations, the exact location of the source of the ionizing

radiation within the storm cloud remains unknown Belz et al. (2020). Moreover, the TGFs have only rarely successfully been30

measured at the ground level (Kereszy et al., 2022; Rakov and Kereszy, 2022; Dwyer et al., 2012; Wada et al., 2019).

To be able to measure different processes which occur during thunderstorms, we equipped cars with measuring equipment.

These cars are able to move to locations with a predicted storm activity and thus react to specific storm developments, and

perform ground measurements directly at the storm site.

During the 2021 summer storm season, we carried out many expeditions in the Czech Republic and Slovakia with the35

equipment described in detail below. This allowed us to measure the electrostatic, magnetic, electromagnetic, and optical

properties of storms, including ionizing radiation. In this paper, we present the results of these measurements and how we

characterized the recorded lightning, especially the lengths of their duration. We relate optical observations with measurements

of electromagnetic radiation in the radio spectrum, and with changes in electric and magnetic fields at the measuring site.

Thanks to the comparison of different obtained lightning recordings with each other we are able to reconstruct the individual40

phases of lighting in the optical spectrum.

2 Measuring equipment

In order to determine the necessary parameters of lightning activity (lightning events’ timestamps, lightning type, and location),

we equipped the two measuring cars see Fig. 1 (CAR0 and CAR1) with high-speed all-sky cameras and radio receivers. The

cars were used to transport and power the instruments in the proximity of thunderstorms. The car cabin also served as partial45

protection for instrument operators.

2.1 High-speed all-sky Cameras

Chronos 1.4 camera CR14-1.0-16M KronTechInc. (2021) is mounted in a waterproof SolidBox 69200. The box is covered

with a plexiglass dome with the manufacturer designation Duradom 200mm depicted in Fig. 2.

The video resolution of the camera is 928x928 pixels with 1612.33 FPS and a constant shutter in the range of 4.9 to 34 µs50

during daytime thunderstorms and maximal time 614.6 µs for nighttime thunderstorms. The shutter time is set by the instrument

operator depending on current weather conditions. The video-saving length of the camera was set to 2 or 3 seconds. The video

save format is H.264 resulting in MPEG-4 (.mp4) video, which sacrifices a bit of the quality for better compression. The

main possible loss is gamma-encoded brightness, which possibly alters the absolute values of the real brightness of recorded

lightning.55
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Figure 1. Measuring CAR0 with instruments mounted on the roof platform.

Figure 2. The camera has a wide-angle CS camera lens and is equipped with an IR-blocking filter mounted in front of the LUX1310 CMOS

sensor.

The camera lenses we used were FE185C057HA-1 Fujifilm (2021). The high-speed camera was therefore only sensitive to

visible light. This spectral baseband was selected to minimize the absorption of light generated by lightning in the atmosphere.
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Figure 3. The STP loop antenna mounted on the measuring car CAR1 has a resonant frequency of 100 kHz. Its signal was directly sampled

by an oscilloscope placed inside the car.

2.2 Radiofrequency receivers

Different radio frequency receivers were used to record the radio emissions generated by lightning activities. The main objective

was to cover a wide radio frequency band. The VLF radio frequency band is known to be sensitive mainly to large-size and60

high-current lightning channels, such as the return stroke. On the contrary, the UHF radio frequency band involves radiation

almost exclusively associated with the fine structure of lightning Shi et al. (2019).

2.2.1 VLF signal receiver

The VLF signal receiver is based on a magnetic loop antenna and storage oscilloscope with a control computer for data readout.

For one lightning event, we could record 800 ms of 8bit samples with a sampling rate of 250 MS/s.65

The antenna design was based on the use of VLFANT01 MLAB.cz (2017) module, with the 10 m length, STP cable coiled

into four loops (STP antenna). The STP antenna loop was placed horizontally directly at the plywood base mounted on the car

roof. See Fig. 3 for details.

This VLF receiver system was also used for detection of the lightning and triggering other instruments in the cars. The

detection of the lightning was based on pulse width and the signal level; both parameters were set by the operator during the70
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Figure 4. The platform of a QFH receiver antenna is shown in the top left corner. Detailed pictures of the antenna can be seen at the bottom

and the receiver is shown at the top right.

thunderstorm event. The range of these parameters is usually 5 to 20 µs for the pulse width and 10 to 30 mV for the signal

level. An example of the measured signal can be seen in Fig. 11
::::::
section

:::
4.3.

2.2.2 UHF signal receiver

The UHF receiver operates approximately in the 370-406 MHz band, exact tuning depends on the local noise within the 10

MHz receiver bandwidth. The signal is received by an array of four QFH antennas mounted in a square-like configuration on75

the roof platform of the measuring car as is shown in the photos in Fig. 4 and 1. The signal from each antenna is directly
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downconverted by an RF mixer to I and Q analog channels. Each channel is sampled by a 12bit analog to digital converter with

10 MS/s.

The construction of the receiver itself is designed in a way that enables a phase processing of the signal from the antenna

array with the aim of detailed mapping of the discharge UST.cz (2021). However, in the case of this experiment, only the scalar80

envelope of the radio signal is considered. The block diagram of the receiver is shown in Appendix
:::::
Figure A1.

The radio receiver, in the case of an external trigger, records a section of the configurable length of pre-trigger and post-

trigger blocks which are up to 1.45 seconds long. The radio signal is simultaneously sampled from the whole antenna array. This

feature is achieved by using a ring buffer that stores the samples before the trigger. Thanks to a PPS signal from an external

GNSS receiver, the resulting recorded file at the same time contains the sub-microsecond absolute time of each recorded85

sample.

The antennas are mounted on an electrically non-conductive 18 mm thick plywood board (identical to CAR 1 with VLF

receiver) attached to the roof of the measuring car by crossbars, located above the car’s metal roof.

The construction of a single antenna array element is based on the quadrifilar helix design. The antenna contains two loops,

which are joined together on one side and connected to the active analog fronted PCB of the antenna (QFHMIX01) on the other90

side. QFHMIX01 PCB is mounted in a metal enclosure. The antenna half-loops pass through the enclosure wall by waterproof

cable glands. Each joint of the half-loop and QFHMIX01 PCB is considered a 40 Ω port. The signal on each port has a 90°

signal phase shift in relation to the next port. That feature allows the processing of the signal from the antenna as quadrature

I/Q data, which significantly increases the capabilities of subsequent signal processing.

2.3 Ionizing radiation detectors95

During the whole measuring campaign, NaI(Tl) ionizing radiation detector and Silicon Photomultiplier (SiPM) sensors were

used. The details about the used gamma spectrometer AIRDOS-C can be read in Velychko et al. (2022). The energy deposition

range of this device is 200 keV to 40 MeV. The time resolution between two incident ionizing radiation events is 100 µs for

particles with deposited energy above 1 MeV. For lower energies, only 15 s integration of events is provided. The NaI(Tl)

crystal with SiPM and preamplifier is shielded in a metallic box.100

2.4 Electric Field Mill

The electric field is measured using the Electric Field Mill (EFM) Kleinwächter EFM 115 from which the analog signal output

leads directly to the data logger that contains a GPS receiver for the timestamping of the record MLAB.cz (2021). The time

resolution of the logging is 110 ms.
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Figure 5. CRREAT CAR0 instrumentation schematic diagram.
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Figure 6. CRREAT CAR1 instrumentation schematic diagram.

2.5 Meteorological instruments105

In order to determine the meteorological situation in the vicinity of the car during the measurement, the car is equipped with

several meteorological sensors: a distrometer UST.cz (2020), an anemometer MLAB.cz (2020) and a thermometer with a

barometer MLAB.cz (2015).

3 Observation methods

Observations were carried out with a gradually improved strategy with the aim of getting the measuring cars (especially the110

one equipped with radiation detectors) as close to the storm center as possible. The position of the storm center was monitored

using data from third-party networks Windy (Windyty, 2021), Blitzortung.org (Egon Wanke, 2011).

The position of the measuring car was stationary during the measurements of the thunderstorms. Moreover, in the case of

radiation detectors, an extended static position time interval was used before and after storm activity in order to be able to

record the whole development of radiation change including the local parameters of the radiation background.115
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During the measuring campaigns, the method of data recording developed as well. During the first campaigns, we were

trying to make automatic recordings based on observed electromagnetic signals. This system however had a lot of imperfections

leading to its abandonment in the measuring car CAR0, where it was replaced by manual activation of recording. See the Fig.

5. The manual activation of the recording was based on the visual perception of the operator observing the lightning activity.

In contrast to CAR0, CAR1 was left with a semi-automatic method of activating the recording for the purpose of comparing120

the efficiency of both trigger methods. Car CAR1 thus had a recording trigger based on using a loop antenna and oscilloscope

that generated triggers for other devices based on amplitude measurements and a length of voltage pulse on antenna output.

See the Fig. 6. The trigger signal was distributed via the Ethernet network, a solution common to both measuring cars.

During the observation itself, a significant problem was caused by the time needed to record the data measured by individual

detectors resulting from the time period needed to store the recording from the operational memory of devices. We were able125

to reduce the time mainly by optimizing the camera settings and using different firmware. Nevertheless, the total dead time

was still about 90 seconds in case of storms occurring during the day. In the case of night storms, the dead time decreased to

approximately 60 seconds due to the image compression used. As a consequence, all lightning events were not recorded for

any storm event.

4 Results130

4.1 Ionizing radiation measurements

Figure 7 shows an example of ionizing radiation measurement using the gamma spectrometer AIRDOS-C. In the upper graph,

a storm approaching a parked measuring car is displayed using data from the Blitzortung.org network. The vertical red lines

mark the times when lightning was registered by the STP antenna. The lower graph shows the number of particles registered

by the ionizing radiation detector every 15 seconds. In this particular example, the lightning activity ceased just after 20:30.135

The graph shows an increase in ionizing radiation flux by approximately 30 %. This increase is related to a radon progenies

washout from the atmosphere caused by rain that started at 19:45.

Figure 8 shows a short time period of the ionizing radiation measurement at the time when the storm was closest to the car.

Individual particles of ionizing radiation registered versus detected lightning are shown. Only particles that have passed on

energies higher than 2.4 MeV to the detector are displayed.140

4.2 Camera measurements

::::::
During

:::
the

:::::::::::
measurement,

:::
the

:::::::
camera

::
is

::::::
pointed

::::::
toward

:::
the

::::::
zenith

:::
and

:::
its

:::
lens

::::::
allows

::
it

::
to

::::::
capture

:::
the

:::::
entire

::::
sky

::::
from

:::::::
horizon

::
to

:::::::
horizon.

:::
For

:::
the

:::::::::
illustration

::
of

:::
the

::::::
camera

:::::
view,

:
a
:::::
plain

::::::
camera

:::::
frame

::
is

::::::
shown

::
in

:::
Fig.

::
9.
:
Because lightning discharges often

happen inside clouds, and lightning channels are not directly visible, we converted the videos of the recorded lightning to

luminosity in time. The integral values of the illuminations were calculated by a script from the video recordings of high-speed145
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Figure 7. Measurements of ionizing radiation using a car compared to lightning registered by antennas. The beginning of the measurements

using AIRDOS-C and STP antennas corresponds to switching on the devices after parking the car on a spot at 19:15. The measurement ended

at 21:25 by switching off the devices and leaving the measuring spot.

Figure 8. Lightning detected by Blitzortung.org and triggers from STP antenna plotted together with individual registered particles of

ionizing radiation above channel 30 of gamma spectrometer.

cameras. The calculations were carried out over the entire image area by summing up the values of all pixels on each image.

We call these luminosity curves. The results can be seen on graphs in Fig. 10 depicting the course of light flux over time.

To maintain clarity, luminosity curves were added to videos, which were converted from BW recordings captured by cameras

to false colors in order to make details of lightning (that have high luminosity dynamics) visible.
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Figure 9. A still image example from the all-sky camera showing the horizon and the fish-eye lens distortion.

The following enclosed video [1627302288.9546976.mp4] shows very well a flash of lightning together with leaders and150

recoil leaders. During the measurement, the camera is pointed toward the zenith and its lens allows it to capture the entire

sky from horizon to horizon. For the illustration of the camera view, a plain camera frame is shown in Fig. 9. During the

thunderstorm recording, the camera gain was decreased in order to capture lightning that has high brightness dynamics. As a

result, lightning is not visible in the video together with details of clouds and surrounding terrain. The processed video has the

position of the horizon marked with a green circle with an inscribed designation of the cardinal directions. In the upper part of155

the video, there is a white graph showing the luminosity curve with a green pointer marking showing the position of the current

frame over time. On the right a color palette is visible, corresponding to the brightness recorded by each camera pixel with a

depth of 8 bits. The bottom line shows the number of the current frame over the total number of frames recorded. The next

is Sg=1/1 (information which part of the camera’s internal memory was used for recording) and the time of the current frame

‘T=’ in seconds relative to the trigger.160
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Figure 10. An example of luminosity curves for a few lightning.

The resulting luminosity curves contain similar parts (sharp peaks or slow changes of luminosity). Thanks to this, we can

compare the video recordings of luminosity curves with a similar progression, and from several recordings, we can choose

those parts that have similar luminosity curves and a visible lightning channel (not covered by clouds). Such a process helps

us to see what lightning really looks like.

4.3 Antenna measurements165

One of the advantages of measuring lightning using magnetic loop antennas is that the observation is not disturbed by optically

non-transparent clouds or, as is the case of storms occurring during the day, sunlight scattered in the atmosphere. On the other

hand, when we use a coil to measure the magnetic component of the electric field, we only see its changes in time or specifically
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Figure 11. Example of data from STP antenna with the comparison to camera data.

a change in the current that flows through the lightning channel. If a constant current flows through the lightning channel it is

not possible to detect it using a magnetic loop antenna. Figure 11 shows an example of lightning recorded by an STP antenna170

and a camera at the same time. In the camera recording, a change in light conditions is clearly visible. The sky was brighter

before the lightning than after it occurred. Slow changes in brightness, and thus slow changes in current, are not visible on

the antenna recording. On the other hand, we see clusters of fast pulses that can give information about the development of

lightning channels, which are not visible on the camera recordings because they are probably obscured by light emanated by

a constant current in the main channel. Pulses, visible on both camera and antenna recordings are recoil leaders. The most175

prominent pulse is the CG return stroke.

4.4 Correlation of measured lightning with lightning detection network

We have tried to compare the detection of lightning using the STP antenna with its detection using the Blitzortung.org network.

First, we have to note that not every lightning detected by the STP antenna was recorded, because it takes several minutes to

store the data of every lightning from an oscilloscope to the data storage. Second, not every lightning detected by the STP180

antenna is detected by the Blitzortung.org network. Figure 13
::
12

:
shows that at the point when the storm was closest to the

car according to the Blitzortung.org network the STP antenna detected lightning at a different time or distance of more than

120 km. On the contrary, as shown in Fig. 12
::
13, when according to the Blitzortung.org network the storm was located tenths

of kilometers away from the observation site we see perfect conformity to the data from the STP antenna. In both figures, an

interval of ±1 s is marked around the vertical lines corresponding to the detection times.185

Lightning at 18:24:48 was detected by a high-speed camera, see video [1627302288.9546976.mp4]. According to the video,

one of the lightning channels occurred almost directly above the measurement car but the nearest lightning detected by Blit-

zortung.org was at least 70 km away. The positioning accuracy in the case of the Blitzortung.org network is in the order of

kilometers. Blitzorting.org detected discharges at a distance from 70 to 80 km simultaneously. That’s why we can deduce that

this lightning was more than 80 km long or there occurred a synchronous discharge 80 km away.190
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Figure 12. Correlation with “nearby” (less than 20 km) lightning detection.

Figure 13. Correlation with “distant” (more than 40 km) lightning detection.

4.5 Electric field measurements

Figures 14 and 15 show a comparison of the vertical electric field measurements at the car measuring site with the camera

recordings. The EFM on the car is not grounded and thus it measures the gradient of the electric potential between the sensor

and the car body. As can be seen in Fig. 14 the electric discharges occur at times of large electric field changes. If we, however,

look at the details of some discharges recorded by the camera (Fig. 15) we can find out that the changes in the electric field do195

not correspond directly to individual discharges. Please note that EFM measures the vertical component of the electric field,

which gives the integrated value over a large area of clouds and the field is also deformed by the presence of a car.
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Figure 14. Example of measurement with EFM compared with records of lightning captured on the camera.

Figure 15. Detail of EFM data with a comparison with camera data.
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Figure 16. Examples of detection of lightning events duration. Red crosses are detected peaks in signals generated by lightning processes.

The determined length of lightning duration is highlighted. The duration of the camera frame is 620 µs.

5 Discussion

5.1 Lightning duration

We were searching for the duration of the lightning event by searching for local maxima of illumination of the camera chip200

in time from peaks that have a prominence higher than two times of noise. Then the first and last maxima were used for

the determination of the first and last snap and from the framerate the lightning duration was calculated. First, ten snaps of

the camera record were omitted because of possible artifacts of used video data compression. The amplitude of noise was

established from the first 100 frames (from frame 10 to frame 110). Examples of how we determined the duration of some

lightning are shown in Fig. 16
:::
and

::
17. The histogram of durations of lightning events is shown in Fig. 18. This histogram205

comprises 107 lightning events measured during 12 thunderstorms.

To calculate the total length of a lightning event from a radio signal
:::::
shown

::
in

:
Fig. 17, we use a methodology that treats

signals greater than 4σ variance, calculated from the moving window of 10 ms, to be the start of the lightning discharge. This

algorithm is applied symmetrically from both ends of the recorded signal. Therefore, the recording of the length of the lightning

begins from the first sample of the detected signal and ends from the last sample of the recorded signal.210
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Figure 17. Example of lightning duration measurement based on radio signals captured by the UHF receiver. The time duration of lightning

is marked by the green overlay.

Figure 18. Histogram of the observed duration of lightning events. The histogram is based on data captured by the high-speed cameras.

The measured durations are usually in the order of hundreds of milliseconds, only exceptionally there are shorter lightning

events. The median duration of lightning events is 524 ms. This result is significantly longer than was mentioned in previous

studies 200-300 ms Rakov and Uman (2003) and 350 ms López et al. (2017).

The processing of lightning recordings differs for day and night storm observations, as they require different settings of the

high-speed camera. In particular, the setting of the exposition lengths and the analog gain varies. This difference could affect215

the exact measurements of the total length of a discharge, resulting in a shortening of the estimated time duration. Because of

sunlight scattered in the atmosphere during the daytime, the weak discharges might have been omitted. Therefore the extracted

time durations of lightning events could be underestimated.
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From the following analysis of the lightning duration, we excluded two thunderstorms where it was not possible to distin-

guish between individual lightning events, which means events for which there were less than 500 ms between the individual220

detected discharges. We consider lightning to be an event where the time between the individual discharges does not exceed

100 ms.

5.2 Lightning development/characterization

Data from cameras reveal similar phases of lightning development. We provide examples of video recordings with individual

phases clearly visible and unobscured by clouds.225

Video [1627302745.846055.mp4] captures (from T=+0.27 s (1:11) to T=+0.40 s (1:22)) a positive side of leader. When the

current flowing through the leader begins to weaken, recoil leaders start to appear at its end (T=+0.38 s (1:21)). The term recoil

leader was taken from literature Mazur et al. (2013). Based on our observations, however, we cannot confirm that all the visible

recoil leaders reuse an already-established ionized channel.

Video [2021-08-15-20-07-35.912167-lightning.mp4] captures an invisible positive leader, only blurred recoil leaders are230

visible. From T=+0.07 s (1:36) a negative side of leader is visible. Negative leader branches abundantly, its propagation is

faster than the positive leader and contains hot luminous ends. The second visible negative leader starts at T=+0.25 s (1:51).

The negative leaders do not generate recoil leaders.

Based on the experience from the recordings, in which some parts of the lightning are clearly visible, we can characterize

other lightning events. In Fig. 11, an example of the luminosity curve and antenna data is shown. At the very beginning, the235

lightning usually starts with a faith peak with a fast-rising edge (at the time 0.2 s). Then there is an optically dark phase with

low luminosity. This quiet period is not really quiet in the radio signal. It is a phase of developing a leader. As the leader

in the cloud connects to more and more charged regions it becomes brighter, sometimes slowly sometimes abruptly. During

and after a decrease in the current in the positive leader, the recoil leaders are appearing (after the time 0.4 s). Some recoil

leaders have high luminosity when they connect to the main channel. In the radio spectrum, we simultaneously observe peaks240

that correspond to short intense brightenings. In some cases the lightning results in CG discharge, which is accompanied by

high-intensity flash (at the time 0.5 s). However, this phenomenon does not occur very often. Using the described equipment

we registered CG return strokes in less than 10 % of cases.

6 Conclusions

During the 2021 summer storm season, we collected data on more than 100 lightning events using cars equipped with all-sky245

high-speed cameras, radio receivers, and electric field detectors. We conclude, based on the experience from these measure-

ments, that the data from all-sky high-speed cameras and magnetic, or electromagnetic antennas, give comparable results in

terms of lightning durations. The median duration of the measured lightning is 0.52 s, which is longer than what is stated in

the literature. We have shown that the data obtained by EFM (measurement of the vertical electric field) do not provide any

new information about the development of lightning. We were also not able to prove a direct connection between the increase250
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in ionizing radiation and lightning in the lowlands of Central Europe. During further experiments, we want to focus on the

triangulation of the discharges, using antennas and cameras simultaneously, so that the actual dimensions of lightning and the

distance from lightning can be determined. We want to concentrate on measuring the electric field in the horizontal plane at

the altitude of the thundercloud base. We believe that these measurements could contribute to a better understanding of where

and when the ionizing radiation originates in thunderstorms.255

Data availability.

All raw data can be provided by the corresponding authors upon request.
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Figure A1. Block diagram of the UHF radio receiver used in the experiment. The internals of the active antenna mounted on the car roof is

depicted in blue bubbles on the left of the schematics
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